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THE SOVIET FISHERMEN

by

LEE VINCENT

(T h e  author o f the fo llow ing a r tic le  has spent 
several years in the dip lom atic  serv ice  o f  a 
nation a ll ie d  clo sely  to the U. S .)

Six months ago, I was traveling on a train to Chicago with a Canadian 
friend of mine who also happened to be a psychologist—a distinguished and 
colorful personality. We happened to be discussing, among other things, 
society’s influence on the behavioral patterns of the individual. Sounds like 
a dull topic, doesn’t it? However, the fact that we were shortly joined by 
several individuals within earshot will, no doubt, refute this.

Our heated discussion was interrupted by the arrival of a news vendor 
whose clarion call: "Chicago Tribune— Two American Intelligence Agents 
Flee to ■Russia!!!! Read all about it!” rang throughout the chair car. We did 
‘read all about it’ and since that day in July, 1960, 1 have given much thought 
to the case of Martin and Miller—and, being curious by nature— also under
took a study of the Soviet Intelligence System. Here are my findings:

First of all, the USSR sends a spy abroad— say to America. For conven
ience we shall call him Mr. A. Mr. A. settles himself within the confines of 
the Soviet Embassy in Washington O.C., presumably in the capacity of an 
attache or a mere chauffeur. He attends social functions; goes to football 
games, trade fairs and, quite often, (which is more than I can say for most 
of our diplomats) he gets out and “ meets the people on the street.”  Mr. A’s 
memory having been carefully trained, he then proceeds to compile reports 
on the individuals he might have met throughout h is .‘working day’__most

certainly he includes all that tírese individuals might have mentioned. Via 
devious means (fot some reason the Russians don’t even trust their own 
diplomatic Bag) these reports reach Moscow and are incorporated in the 
Central Index by the MVD (Soviet Secret Police). The Central Index is, per
haps, the world’s largest ‘Who’s Vho?’ and cbntains the names of individuals 
who may express favorable opinions toward Soviet policies; join communist 
organizations, etc. Over a period of time, more and more information is 
gathered and further biographical data added to each individual’s file. Now, 
Mr. A. has sent in his report and, supposing— let me give the actual ex
ample—Mr. A. happened to meet Mr. Martin of N.S.A. He reports that Martin 
was 'cordially disposed’ (i.e. directed him to his destination) towards the 
USSR. In the process of recording this information in Martin’s file, the MVD 
discovers that Martin works for a U. S. Government Agency and immediately 
Moscow orders another agent to dieck further. For convenience, we shall 
call this man Mr. B. Mr. B’s activities are not co-ordinated with Mr. A’s in 
the Soviet Embassy. Usually, Mr. B. is a naturaHzed citizen of the country 
in whichhe—or sha—operates. In time, Mr. B. reports to Moscow that Matin 
works for N.S.A. and is engaged as a cryptologist. From the Soviet view
point: to have access to its enemy’s codes would be a distinct advantage 
and so, the next step (the Russians having no scruples) was to ‘get* some
thing on Mr. Martin-which we see, they did. In due course, the investiga
tions caried out by the MVD in the United States^ revealed that Martin (who, 
taking his Navy service as evidence of this, would not betray his country 
for money or idealistic appeals) was, in fact what the lay public calls a 
‘sex deviate’— a homosexual.

Now, homosexuality, being punish able by a jail or prison term in the United 
States, (up to 20 years or even to life imprisonment) Martin could, if all ebe
failed, be blackmailed........as indeed, there is no doubt in my mind, he
tvas. Martin couldn’t turn to his own countrymen because, instead of treat
ing him as a sick person— which he was— ajid rewarding his honesty, Mar
tin would have been shamed; without a job and crushed under the heel of 
puritanical moralist factions, which do their best to convince the general 
public that it is better to hide the dirt under the rug— so to speak— than to 
tackle the problem of homosexuality in a human, Christian/and realistic 
manner. Though, like many another persoo,rl do not condone Martin’s be
havior, I do think that we should take steps to insure fcat those who suffer 
weakness should be afforded protection from blackmail. Is there something 
you have done, once, which you would notJilte revealed? If so, and in most 
cases the answer would be ‘yes,’ then you just count yoirself lucky you 
weren’t in Martin’s shoes. '



Martin and Miller, having served their usefulness to their Soviet masters, 
and—knowing the game was up—were faced with two alternatives: (a) They 
could face the charges of espionage and treason (and face the death penally) 
or, (b) seek asylum in Russia. Obviously, they took this into consideration 
and, we see, did what probably seemed like the logical thing. Looking at 
the case in a detached sort of way, we may possibly tionder how, having 
committed one ‘sin’ against society by being born homosexual— they could 
be blackmailed into committing g’aver errors. It is relatively simple. They 
are told, by their Soviet masters that ‘not much’ is required of them to purge 
themselves of the “ evidence”  used to blackmail them. Each time Martin and 
Milter provide information for their Soviet masters, (though this information 
may be of great value) they are told that it is “ .. .n o t  Miou^.”  Remember 
this too: every time Martin and Miller furnished information for the MVD,they 
unwittingly provided further material with which they could be blackmailed!
1 doubt, very much, whether Martin and Miller are very happy with their lot. 
1 doubt too, whether many people in the United States— in fact, in most 
A'estern countries—^realize how they contribute, through lack of understand
ing; through intolerance, to the fate of people like Martin and Miller. The 
Soviet ‘fistermen’ do their angling in foreign countries, protected ly diplo
matic immunity and, unfortunately, many fish fall into their net.

Perhapsyou may be wondering why I selected Martin and Miller of N.S.A. 
as the classic example? No reason— there are others. You will remember 
Guy Burgess and Donald MacLean of Britain. Their circumstances were very 
much the same. However, what of the diplomat or government official who 
takes on a mistress? Isn’t he subject to this kind of blackmail? He is— if 
the USSR’s agents find out first— and .if we do not admit to ourselves that 
it is human to err. One forgets that, when a Government blackmails— in this 
case the USSR— that “ evidence”  is very easy to get, or to manufacture. If 
individuals are deprived, by r i ^ t  of false moral obligations, of the respect 
of their fellow men and women; if so-called Christian people can crucify 
their own kind; then there can be littleorno defense against Soviet penetra
tion into our Government agencies; there can be no Democracy._______

I960 BOUND VOLUME will be available on or about Feb. 15. 
It contains 12 issues of the REVIEW, 4 issues of INTERIM, plus 
index; 506 pages, price 7.50. Binding matches previous volumes. 
AlsojLvailable: 1955, 1956, 1957 volumes at 10.00 each; 1958 & 
1959 volumes at 7.50 each. 5ax additional in California. Address 
orders to MATTACHINE REVIEW, 693 Mission, San Francisco 5.

R E V I E W

1 X 1

by HEINZ P. 
(Jakarta, Indonesia)

Indonesia being an Asian country and largely heathen, means that homo
sexuality,-including bisexuality, is not quite so unthinkable there as in the 
United States.

In Hindu-Javaiese mythology, frequently visualized in stage and puppet 
plays, Ardjuna is comparable to Apollo—very beautiful and indestructible, 
he is both sensualist and mystic. His love affairs, his periods of rock like 
meditation, and his magical powers are displayed and admired in rouglily 
equal measure. Ardjuna is beloved, in the stories, both among women and 
men aid although he has all the manly attributes on stage, he cannot be 
portrayed but by a girl.

The “ tesk” is a semi-ritual re-enactment of a legend about a giant wish
ing to marry a princess and the resulting warfare. It is a weird dance done 
only by people from Ponoroqo (Central Java) in which tiie main personage 
wears a 30 Kg. tiger mask with a halo of peacock feathers. It is held in 
place only by his teeth and the man must be quite strong to keep at it for 
hours, dancing, lying down and standing up again, sometimes even Carrying 
a child on top of the tiger’s head. In fact, he cannot do it without a state of 
trance, induced by meditation and abstinence. Now this abstinence applies 
to women, amongst other things, but not to erotism. For his sexual gratifr 
cation Üiere ate the warriors (zemblaks) played by boys quite unmili
tary manners ate accepted and understood ly everybody.



There are many more homoerotic elements in Indonesian la e  and tradition. 
The king of Siira Pearta, being practically divine, used to have male as well 
as female concubines as recently as twenty years ago. Under the republican 
regime this status and court have been sharply reduced.

The Dutch rulers (not a word about politics, except that it is now proved 
once and for all that colonial rule can be a pretty good thing) did not inter
fere much with local habits. The Code Napoleon, adopted in The Nether 
lands, allows any noo-compulsory private behavior between adults. But in 
the ^ast Indies local customs and inclinations involving minors, such as 
gemblaks, were also tolerated.

It was different where fîuropeans, i.'e. Dutchmen, were concerned, also 
where there was a hierarchical connection, e.g. boss aiyd employee or offi
cer and n.c.o. Such relationships were known, possibly not interfered with, 
but they were always illegal.

In 1938 or *1939 something happened. Strong and persistent rumor has it 
that the police, reasonably well-informed about *^all this,’ discovered that 
the fiance of the Governor-General’s daughter w as ... well, affiliated. Vhen 
the Governor-General, the highest man in the country, learned of this, he 
was naturally upset. He ordered what might be likened to the monster trials 
in Moscow or the crusades against the Templars or the heretics. Certainly 
there was no torture, no extermination. The effect, however, was really 
startling. Hundreds were questioned; there was some roughness and a lot of 
scandal. Very important persons left the country qiite impulsive'y. Many 
careers were lost. Some suicides resulted from this.

There were two attitudes: the official one, based on law, often overzeal- 
ously interpreted, qpd the public attitude which in general was hostile and 
which of course can affect people whom the authorities cannot and would 
not touch. Ostracism is unpleasant in a western country; it is lethal in a 
small community such as a plantation.

Another rather predictable effect of this campaign was the cleaning upof 
Bali. Here a number of European artists had settled in the course of years, 
notably the German Walter Spies. He was a painter of merit and also did a 
great deal to stimulate and document Balinese art, dances, and music. 
Among the other painters many were quite good, some awful There were 
writers, too. The majaity were homophile. Ifith understandable, if not par
donable delight, the police aacked down on these artists. In Spies’ case 
there was the extra feature of nationality, although he was no more deutsch 
than a British general. He was eventually released but in 1941 he perished 
on a prisoner transport when the ship was sunk by the enemy.

To come to the present; the Indonesians thus far have not produced a civil 
law of Üieir own although there are plenty of by-laws, emergency laws, and 
regulations. The homosexual is left alone by the authorities as long as he 
does not indulge in public or too noticeably with minors. Especially are., 
schoolboys and students protected. Much depends on local customs and 
local law enforcement. Sura Kearta, £ct instance, is very tolerant from what 

1 hear.
There is no organization in this field, however. I know of mixed house

holds and people seem to form a coterie but they do not concern themselves 
with propaganda, lobbying and such. Most homophile contacts are casual 
and promiscuous. The bar of Duta, Indonesia, a huge hotel in full decay, 
seems to be the only indoor meeting place, although it is decidedly not a 
gay bar. For the majority there are parks and certain sex markets. The pub
lic in general regards the question with great bonhomie.

Inevitably we come to the ugly subject of prostitution. The Indonesians , 
do not take it too seriously. There is in this low income country a lot of j 
part-time prostitution (hetero— and homosexual)which is accepted as making  ̂
ends meet (no facetiousness intended), helping out, doing what comes nat- 
xuaWy. Part of the male prostitutes, perhaps the g’eater part, are transves
tites. I have no personal experience with male prostitution, but pretty solid 
information, and it is a fact that some of them simulate the woman m unex
pected detail Their patrons are in the main heterosexual. Prostitution is, 
against the law and the police round them up from time to time regardless

of sex or attire. ¡ . |
The European who does not like to shop around will be hard put to it to

find a partner. He is observed rather closely by his colleagues, often lives 
in a mess or compound of the firm and runs into acquaintances everywhere 
else. Not that the European community is unduly priggiái (there are known 
inverts who are appreciated and heated normally) but in a society Üke that, 
one simply does not escape notice. So you refrain as much as possible un
less you don’t care a fig. After all.thete is much more th® sex to make li e
interesting, particularly in the East. Those who can’t
have all the fun they need; also, they may be sentenced, blackmailed or

killed._______________________________________ ______________
I S F O R M A T I O S  FOLDERS.
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OMOSEXUALITY:
PART I: Is there any evidence that  
homosexuality is the result of inherited 

or constitutional factors?

I T  is distressing to read in mod
ern texts a presentation of the 
complex subject of homosexu
ality which leads the reader to 

think that there is one single the
ory upon which students of the 
problem agree. In this respect, 
most texts are biased, one-sided 
or hopelessly out of date.

A c tu a l ly ,  an y o n e  who a p 
proaches the subject in any kind 
of open-minded fashion is well 
aware of the conflicting theories 
on such basic aspects of homosex
uality as its nature, cause and 
treatment.

This lack of agreement was 
carefully noted by The American 
Law Institute—a body consisting 
of .some of America's leading legal 
theoreticians—when it drew up its 
model penal code for sex offenders.

"Those who have studied the 
problem most,’’ it declared, "are 
in such disagreement us to cause 
and the possibility of cure that a 
lam p^ker must proceed cautious
ly ip decreeing drastic measures

Mr. Rubin a writer and editor of 
long experu nee. is Assistant Pub
lisher of Sexology and Luz Maga- 
:incs.

What are some of the theories 
^̂ ■hich have been put forward to 
explain homosexual b e h a v io r?  
What is the scientific evidence 
which has called these theories 
into question '

In the latter part of the 19th 
century, embryologists discovered 
that in the first few weeks of pre
natal life all embryos have the 
same anatomical features.

Even though sex has been de
termined at the moment of con
ception, sex differentiation does 
not appear until the eleventh or 
twelfth week as a result of hor
mone produced in the sex glands.

Later, it was also discovered 
that individuals of both sexes pro
duce both male and female sex 
h o rm o n e , th o u g h  in  differing 
amounts.

These discoveries led to the 
widespread belief among students 
of sexology that the homosexual 
was a member of a “third sex," a 
term popularized by the- great Dr. 
Magnus Hirschfeld. This concept 
—that constitutional factors were 
responsible for homosexuality — 
was supported by such pioneers 
as Krafft-Ebing and Havelock El
lis.

F o llo w in g  is  a combinod two-parf a r t le U  orig in a lly  
publlshod In S E X O L O G Y  m agazfno, Tho author, Mr. 
Rubin, de llvarad  the paper as an addross before an 
audience a f  the N ew  Yark Area C ouncil o f  the M atta
chine Society a few  months ago, ffe  are gratefu l for 
the opportunity to bring th is  m ateria l to the attention  
o f R E V IE W  readers.

CONFLICTING THEORIES

l^y I s a d o r c  R u b in i  B*A-i M .5. in  Ed*

Under the impetits of this the
ory, the cause of homosexual be-\ 
havior was sought either ( I f  
the individual’s inheritance; (Z) 
in. a lack of balance between the 
various glands which produced 
hormones; or (S) in somatic 
(body) factors.

Hirschfeld in his book “Der 
Homosexualität” published ial914 
declared that there was always a 
congenital element present in ho
mosexuality. He therefore consid
ered the male homosexual to I» 
a sex intergrade whose genetic 
sex did not agree with his appar
ent body build.

Havelock Ellis stressed hor
monal factors. He saw homosexu
ality as “the result of a quantita
tive disharmony between the male 
and female sex-determining fac
tors.”

"There can be little doubt.” h e , 
said, "that certain individuals, in 
organic structure, and probably, 
as a result of unusual hormonic 
balance, possess a special aptitude 
to experience sexual satisfaction 
with persons of their own sex.”

R. Goldschmidt in 1916 con
cluded that there must be an he

reditary basis for homosexuality. 
However, his conclusion was 
based only on an analogy with 
intersexes which he found among 
gypsy moths.

‘The degree of intersexuality in 
the gypsy moth,” Goldschidt wrote, 
depends on the stage of develop
ment at which sex differentiation 
is disturbed. Should this crucial 
stage be reached very early in de
velopment, the end-result is com
plete sex reversal.”

He argued that, just as there is 
an inheritance of body structures 
which constitute the intersexual
ity of moths, there must also be 
an inheritance of such behavior 
among humans.

M ore re c e n tly . Investigators 
such as Dr. W. Lindesay Neustat- 
ter, for example, in They Stand 
Apart, have pointed to rare cases 
of women who have an excess of 
male hormone because of at tu 
mor of the suprarenal gland.

In these women, he noted, there 
was a “growth of beard, regres
sion of the breasts and growth of 
the clitoris with alleged associ
ated homosexual tendencies devel-

n



oping simultaneously.” When the 
tumor was removed, the traits also 
disappeared.

Other investigators have also 
'iwinteci to a passible link between 

an e.xcess of female hormone and 
a relativel> rare type known as 
the "eunuchoidal passive homo
sexual.”

TotUiy, few mvestigutors believe 
that homosexuality as such is di
rectly produced by inherited or 
constitutional factors. Many ac
knowledge. however, that some 
predisposition may exist which 
our instruments of research are 
not yet sensitive enough to detect.

Unfortunately, too little re
search has been done to render 
conclusive findings.

Only two S tudies have sug
gested the possibility of inherited 
factors. One, by Lang in 1940, 
found that homosexuality seemed 
to run in families.

Another was the famous .study 
on twins by Dr. Franz Kallmann. 
Kallmann compared a group of 
forty homosexuals who wer^ one 
on a pair of identical twins^with 
forty-five homosexuals who had 
non-idcniical twin brothers.

Identical twins — which come 
from a single egg—have exactly 
the same inheritance. Non-identi
cal twia< on the other hand come 
from two separate eggs and their 
common inheritance is not neces
sarily greater than that of ordi
nary brothers or sisters.

In the case of the forty-five 
non-identical tw in s , K a llm a n n  
found, just under half of the 
brothers displayed overt homose.x- 
ual traits.

In the case of the forty identi
cal twins, however, all the twin 
brothers were similar in regard 
to the degree of homosexualit.t) 
exhibited. Dr. Kallmann also de
clared that, as far as he co^ld dis
cover, these twins had developed 
the condition quite independently

and, in some cases, had not even 
been brought up together.

This suggested a possible in
herited or genetic factor, since 
environmental conditioning alone 
could not explain this difference 
between identical and non-idenU- 
cal twins. However, this study by 
itself is not conciusive. .J

Investigators who have tried to 
discover differences in body-build, 
in chromosomes or nuclear sex, or 
in hormone production have gen
erally come up with negative re
sults.

Several studies claimed to have 
found a difference in body build, 
but their procedures have been 
called into question and later 
studies have disputed their find
ings.

On a number of occasions, the 
amount of hormone excreted by 
various types of individuals has 
been measured. No evidence that 
there was a different hormonal 
balance in heterosexuals or homo- 
.sexuals as a group was ever found.

In addition, th o se  physicians 
who have used hormone therapy 
have invariably found that giving 
male sex hormone to a homosex
ual does not change the direction 
of his sex drive, although it may 
have considerable effect upon the 
strength of his sex drive.

In other words, a male homo
sexual given male sex hormone 
would actually have his homosex
ual inclinations made stronger. 
Injections of female sex hormone 
would weaken his sex desifes and 
ability, while also having a femi
nizing effect on his body, but 
would not cause him to change 
his sexual orientation toward the 
opposite sex.

Castration — which would de
prive the individual of the glands 
which produce sex hormones—has 
also not caused a change in sex
ual orientation, though it has had 
many other effects upon the body 
and upon sexual desire and ability.

One of the most co n v in c in g  
types of evidence tha t a person 
does not become a homosexual 
p r im a r i ly  because of constitu
tional factors has been experience 
with persons who actually have 
b o d ily  characteristics of both 
sexes. In many cases, where con
fusion existed at birth, an indi
vidual has been assigned a certain 
sex and brought up in accordance 
with this assignment.

In many instances, it was dis
covered at puberty that the as
signed sex had really been an 
error. Thus, it might be found 
that a child raised as a boy pos
sessed female internal organs— 
an ovary, womb, etc.

However, in most cases it  was 
found tha t the individual’s sex 
psychology and sex orientation de
pended not on his actual body sex, 
but on the sex to which he was 
assigned and brought up.

This of course indicates tha t 
psychological conditioning, partic
ularly In the early formative 
years, seems to be the major fac
tor In determining the sex rôle of 
an individual.

This w the dominant approach 
held by most students of the prob
lem today, a l t h o u g h  many of 
them also admit that there are 
possible c o n s t i t u t i o n a l  factors 
which may predispose certain in- 
dviduods more easily to condition
ing in the direction of homosex
uality.

However, there are many dif- 
rering points of view even among 
those who believe that basically 
homosexuality is a product of per
sonality-development and condi
tioning. The sharpest divergence 
is found between the psychoana
lytic groups and the Kinsey inves
tigators. These views will be ex
plored in a second article.

FAUT II: Is fcomoiexiiollty c symptom of porsoo- 
allfy élstorbaneo —  or a conditioned response 
that it net necessarily Immotare or neurotic/

JkS  pointed out in the first 
# \  article, sharp differences of 

opinion exist concerning the 
nature and causes of homosexu
ality.

One of the difficulties which has 
Ijrevented investigators from com
ing cloi?er to agreement has been 
the lack of any exact knowledge 
about the extent of homosexual 
behavior.
. Are we, for example, discussing 

a problem which affects the hand- 
ful of men who are seen in the 
prison or hospital clinics, and in 
the private offices of psychiatrists ?

Or are we discussing a type of 
behavior which has involved a 
large percentage of males and 
takes in untold numbers of men 
whom the average psychiatrist 
never has occasion to observe ?

“Until the extent of any type of 
human behavior is known," said 
the Kinsey investigators, "if w 
difficult to assess its significance, 
or understand its biological or so
cial origins."

Havelock Ellis estimated that 
the incidence of homosexuality 
ranged from two to five per cent 
for males and double that for fe
males.

Dr. Magnus Hirschfeld, on the 
basis of a questionnaire he had 
sent out, estimated that perhaps 
2.3 per cent of a ll  males were ex
clusively homosexual and 3.4 per 
cent were bisexual. However, it 
was pointed out, of his sample 51 
per cent never answered the ques
tionnaires.



Hovviock Cllfs MW Iw m oM xuallty as 
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The most extensive data for 
the United States, of course, was 
tha t of the Kinsey group. These 
investigators, to begin with, made 
a notable contribution to scien
tific discussion of homosexuality 
by establishing a 7-point scale of 
behavior, ranging from exclusive 
heterosexuality through various 
degrees of homosexual-heterosex
ual balance to exclusive homosex
uality.

T hey  e m p h a s iz e d  th a t  one 
could not divide males merely 
into two types—homosexual and 
heterosexual—since "reality is « 
continuum, with individuals in the 
population occupying not only the 
seven categories . . . but every 
gradation between each of the 
categories as well."

The Kinsey group found, in the 
males investigated by them, that, 
among unmarried males up to 35 
years of age, almost half had had 
some kind of homosexual experi
ence. For all males up to 28 years 
of age the figure was almost 37 
per cent.

They also came up with these 
statistics:

•  One out of every 8 males 
(13%) had more homosexual ex
perience than heterosexual for at

least three years b e tw e e n  th e  
ages of 16-55.

•  One out of six (18%) had at 
least as much homosexual experi
ence as heterosexual for at least 
3 years during this period.

•  One out of twenty-five (4%) 
w as e x c lu s iv e ly  h o m o sex u a l 
throughout his life after the on
set of adolescence.

Kinsey's data on the female con
tradicted that of earlier observ
ers: his group found homosexual
ity among women to be only a 
half to one-third of what it was 
among males. This finding, inci
dentally, is in keeping with Kin
sey’s observations of psychological 
differences between males and fe
males.

Although K in se y ’s f in d in g s  
aroused a great deal of opposition 
and skepticism, no survey or study 
has since contradicted his figures. 
They must therefore be accepted 
as the most reliable and authori
tative figures available.

In the light of these figures, 
any theory which purports to ex
plain homosexuality must be in
clusive enough to take in a wide 
section of the population. It can
not base itself solely on homosex
uals who are haled into court as 
sex offenders or on individuals 
who seek psychiatric counsel be
cause they are disturbed.

Unfortunately, too many theo
ries put forward by psychiatrists 
and analysts overgeneralize on the 
basis of experience which is lim
ited to clinical practice with dis
turbed or pathological aspects of 
homosexuality.

As a result, most often homo
sexuality is defined as a symptom 
of mental disease or personality 
disturbance; and all homosexuals 
are viewed as being necessarily 
neurotic or fixated at an infan
tile level of psychosexual develop- 

, ment.
English and Pearson, for exam

ple, in their well-known book on 
I emotional problems, define homo

sexuality as “a character distur
bance,” ad d in g  th a t  th e  sam e 
causes operate in its development 
as in the development of a neu
rosis.

In their discussion, they define 
homosexuals as “infantile,” “seri
ously maladjusted,” “sexually im
mature” and “u n c o n s tru c tiv e  
individuals who are “less well- 
rounded personalities than hetero
sexuals, more emotionally unstable 
and tend to be dejjendent.”

These views have been increas
ingly-challenged by recent studies.

Dr. Desmond Curran and Dr. 
Denis Parr—one a British con
sultant psychiatrist, the other a 
research fellow—made a careful 
study of one hundred cases who 
had been seen in psychiatric prac
tice.

They concluded that the homo
sexuals they studied were “on the 
whole s u c c e s s fu l and valuable 
members of society, quite unlike 
the popular conception of such 
persons as vicious, criminal, ef
fete or depraved.”

■‘Only one-fifth,” they said, 
“were at all obviously ’pansy,’ 
and we found no reason to regard 
most of the patients as physical
ly, intellectually or emotionally 
immature (unless the basic crite
rion for ’immaturity’ is that of 
being a homosexual—a circular 
argument).”

“Only half the patients showed 
significant psychiatric abnormal
ity other than their sexual devia
tion and such associated abnor
malities were often slight. More
over, many of these abnormalities 
were explicable as a reaction to 
the difficulties of being homosex
ual."

Renée Liddicoat, in a doctoral 
thesis accepted by the Psychology 
Department of the Univeireity of 
Witwatersrand, South Africa, re
ported on a group of non-institu- 
tionalized h o m o se x u a ls  — f if ty  
males and fifty females. This re-

Wldt World
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ln«ly challm gad tk *  trad itieno l F ro n d l«  I 
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searcher reported the same find
ings as Drs. Curran and Parr.

An anonymous homosexual phy
sician writing in one of the lead
ing British medical publications, 
cited sixteen case histories of per
sons known to him,, in support of 
the same thesis. The majority of 
these individuals, he asserted, were 
well-adjusted and respected mem
bers of their community.

The most recent research—an 
investigation conducted for the 
British Biology Council by Oor-i 
don Westwood, a research psy
chologist— has also called into 
question many'' of the favorite 
myths about homosexuality. Over 
a period of two years Westwood 
met and interviewed 127 homosex- 
^uals iw different walks of life.

Most of the homosexuals inter
viewed, Westwood concluded, "led 
useful and productive lives." This 
study, he declared, “confirms the 
conclusions of Liddicoat and Parr, 
who agree that homosexuals com
prise a heterogeneous group of 
personality types, some of whom
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Tjjt- 'A'olSfTiien C'ani;T;!ttee. set 
up m  1Í&4 bj •-£«■ Br;tish Oovern- 
rrjfnt tp  recrurrimend changes in 
the  la»s. » a i alsc sr.arpiy critical 
cf the g r t’»-t.:;: - .e td e i'y  to  regard 
r,o-'r20s e x ,a - ty  as a ."i^-r’a) “dis-
ea-se or ulness.'

<3^-\ ■Konyjsexual.t;. c a r r o t  iegiti- 
rr.ateJ;. he regarded as a cisease." 
tr.a.r Sep'eh.rjer 1957 Report as- 
ser*ed “hera -¿e rr many cases ¡t 
ii the onl;. iv rrp to r' anid is com-
patío^e í^ li rrierta,' nealth  in
other resp e rts ,'

■ Ir. some case- ’.hey added,
'■associated atnorm alit-es do occur, 
ar.o ;* seencs to ;us th a t ií. as has 
’>rer íugge-s’ed *hey oc-c'jr with 
g rea ter freCj -envy j.o t.re homo- 
.V'xoa). th.6 .r;ay rx- bec^ase they 
are p/'yjoct- oí *re strain and 
coriíljct oroug.ot aoou* hy the ho- 
rrt'jyt'x.-)] conditjon and not be
cause t.hey are ca'.-'.al factors. It 
has ijirifri .vjggested to as th a t as- 
.so-.aied psychiatric ah.oor.oialities 
are ie>,s pro.'rjncnt, or even ab- 
.seri’ , in countries •.■.here the ho- 
rtiosijxual is regarded 'xith more 
toietanee.''

In  th e  f ir .s t a r t i c l e ,  i t  w as  
f>f/inted out that, by and large, 
there i.s agreem ent on the belief 
that homo.sexuality land hetero
sexuality a.s well) i.s a product 
mainly of the individual’.s family 
and social ex{K/riences, prim arily 
t.ho.se of the early  years.

However, there is a tremendous 
divergence between the classical 
F reudian concepts and their la ter 
revLsioas — which more or les.s 
dominate psychiatric thinking to 
day and the views put forward 
by the Kinsey group.

F 'reu d  considered unconscious 
hornasexuality as the basic and 
causal factor in neurosis. He held 
th a t every individual a t birth  pos- 
.se&sed a heterasexual and a homo- 
.sexual component. The homosex
ual component might exist as la
tent, repre.sscd, or overt.

When hom<.»)iexual dc*sires were 
latent, they were not necessarily 
pathological. They could either be 
.sublimated, or they could express 
them-selves in some kind of dis- 
1 urbance.

In the course of development, 
one of the two comjxtnents—het
erosexuality or homosexuality— 
•xins out. The loser either be
comes sublimated or becomes the 
foundation of neurotic difficulties.

More recent schooU of pnyrho- 
anulym  and ptychiatrints do not 
accept all of Freud’s original for
mulation, but the Freudian stamp 
has impressed itself clearly upon 
many of their theories. Most hold 
that homosexuality is but a symp
tom of more general difficulty, 
which will be resolved if you clear 
up the general personality distur
bance.

Basic to most psychiatric, and 
virtually all pyschoanalytic, think
ing is the belief that the cause of 
homosexuality is a sexual immatu
rity. Homosexuals, according to 
this view, do not progress through 
the various sexual stages toward a 
concept of heterosexual relatioas.

All persons, this view maintains, 
start life with sensual pleasures 
centered about the oral, or mouth, 
zone. Later, during toilet training 
come pleasures associated with the 
anal and urethral areas. Following 
this period the individual must pro
gress toward an interest in genital 
activities.

Homosexuals, according to this 
view, get delayed (fixated) at the 
oral or anal stage. They are thus 
immature in their sexual develop
ment, as well as emotionally un
stable and immature in their re
actions.

In other words homosexuality is 
viewed as the persistence of infan
tile trends. Homosexuals are living 
out what they thought and wanted 
to do at the early oral and anal 
stages. Since they were frustrated 
and prevented from doing these 
things when younger, they are

neurotically living out their im
pulses later in life.

In sharpest c o n tr a s t  to this 
view have been more biologically 
oriented views of investigators 
like the Kinsey group and Ford 
and Beach.

According to Kinsey, the Freud
ian interpretation of psychosexual 
behavior did not accord with the 
actual facts. The histories of the 
males and females in his sample, 
he declared,' did not support the 
interpretation of homosexuality in 
an adult as a product of fixation 
at immature stages of develop
ment. They also shouxd that only 
an exceedingly small portion of 
th e s e  in d iv id u a ls  ever passed 
the stages which Freudian theory 
postulated.

"Some children,” Kinsey said, 
“begin with an exclusively narcis
sistic interest in their own sexual 
responses, others begin with ex
clusively homosexual play; but 
the great majority begin by re
sponding to any sufficient stimu
lus. This is exactly what we would 
expect on the basis of all that we 
now know about the anatomy and 
physiology of the sexual mecha
nism.”

“In brief,” he wfent on, “the psy
chosexual pattern in the human 
animal originates in indiscrimi
nate sexual responses which, as a 
product of conditioning and social 
pressures become increasingly re
stricted in the direction of tradi
tional interpretations of what is 
normal or abnormal in sexual be
havior.”

Thus, according to the Kinsey 
group, "the inherent psychological 
capacity of an animal to respond 
to any sufficient sexual stimulus 

I is the basic explanation of why 
some individuals will respond to 
sexual stimuli originating in other 
individuals of the same sex”—in 
fact, "every individual could so re-

Following Freud, meif ptychiatrish hove 
vluwud kMOMiuali os b»li>9 ucuratically 

flxatud aF u  lufoutiU snuol itaq*.

.spond if the opportunities offered 
and one were not co n d itio n ed  
against making such responses.”

The British psychiatrists East 
and Herbert presented a some
w h a t s im ila r  p o s itio n . T hey  
pointed out that the sexual im
pulse starts as an undifferentiated 
urge. The earliest form of sex ac
tivity — usually self-erotic — is 
probably at first purely mechan
ical.

Largely by chance, various link
ages and fantasies will develop 
around the pleasure aroused by 
this sexual activity. These may 
occur in association either with 
individuals of the same sex or of 
the opposite sex, or in some cases, 
with animate or inanimate ob
jects.

Thus, a chance occurrence in 
which sexual pleasure is experi
enced for the first time with emo
tional intensity, may by its asso
ciations permanently “t^ e c t the 
sexual life of the individual.



a re  re s p e c ta b le  an d  valuable 
members of the community.”

The Wolfenden Committee, set 
up in 1954 by the British Govern
ment to recommend changes in 
the laws, was also sharply critical 
of the growing tendency to regard 
homosexuality as a mental “dis
ease” or "illness.”

"Homosexuality c a n n o t legiti
mately be regarded as a disease,” 
their September 1957 Report as
serted, "because in many cases it 
is the only symptom and is com
patible with full mental Health in 
other respects.”

"In some case.?,” they added, 
"associated abnormalities do occur, 
and it seems to us that if, as has 
been suggested, they occur with 
greater frequency in the homo
sexual, this may be because they 
are products of the strain and 
conflict brought about by the ho- 
masexual condition and not be
cause they are causal factors. I t 
has been suggested to us that as
sociated psychiatric abnormalities 
are ie.ss prominent, or even ab
sent, in countries where the ho
mosexual is regarded with more 
tolerance."

In th e  f i r s t  a r t i c le ,  it  w as 
pointed out that, by and large, 
there is agreement on the belief 
that homosexuality (and hetero
sexuality as well) is a product 
mainly of the individual’s family 
and social experiences, primarily 
those of the early years.

However, there is a tremendous 
divergence between the classical 
Freudian concepts and their later 
revisions — which more or less 
dominate psychiatric thinking to
day—and the views put forward 
by the Kinsey group.

F re u d  considered unconscious 
homosexuality as the basic and 
causal factor in neurosis. He held 
that every individual at birth pos
sessed a heterosexual and a homo
sexual component. The homosex
ual component might exist as la
tent. repressed, or overt.

When homosexual desires were 
latent, they were not necessarily 
pathological. They could either be 
sublimated, or they could express 
themselves in some kind of dis
turbance.

In the course of development, 
one of the two components—het
erosexuality or homosexuality— 
wins out. The loser either be
comes sublimated or becomes the 
.'foundation of neurotic difficuities.

Afore recent schools of psycho- 
, analysis and psychiatrists do not 
' accept all of Freud’s original for

mulation, but the Freudian stamp 
has impressed itself clearly upon 
many of their theories. Most hold 
that homosexuality is but a symp
tom of more general difficulty, 
which will be resolved if you clear 
up the general personality distur
bance.
; Basic to most psychiatric, and 
Virtually all pyschoanalytic, think
ing is the belief that the cause of 
homosexuality is a sexual immatu
rity. Homosexuals, according to 
this view, do not progress through 
the various sexual stages toward a 
concept of heterosexual relations.

All persons, this view maintains, 
s tart life with sensual pleasures 
centered about the oral, or mouth, 
zone. Later, during toilet training 
come pleasures associated with the 
anal and urethral areas. Following 
this period the individual must pro
gress toward an interest in genital 
activities.

Homosexuals, according to this 
view, get delayed (flxated) at the 
oral or anal stage. They are thus 
immature in their sexual develop
ment, as well as emotionally un
stable and Immature in their re
actions.

In other words homosexuality is 
viewed as the persistence of infan
tile trends. Homosexuals are living 
out what they thought and wanted 
to do at the early oral and anal 
stages. Since they were frustrated 
and prevented from doing these 
things when younger, they are
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neurotically living out their im
pulses later in life.

In  sharpest c o n tr a s t  to this 
view have been more biologically 
oriented views of investigators 
like the Kinsey group and Ford 
and Beach.

According to Kinsey, the Freud
ian interpretation of psychosexual 
behavior did not accord with the 
actual facts. The histories of the 
males and females in his sample, 
he declared,' did not support the 
interpretation of homosexuality in 
an adult as a product of fixation 
at immature stages of develop
ment. They also showed that only 
an exceedingly small portion of 
th e s e  in d iv id u a ls  ever passed 
the stages which Freudian theory 
postulated.

"Some children,” Kinsey said, 
"begin with an exclusively narcis
sistic interest in their own sexual 
responses, others begin with ex
clusively homosexual play; but 
the great majority begin by re
sponding to any sufficient stimu
lus. This is exactly what we would 
expect on the basis of all that we 
now know about the anatomy and 
physiology of the Sexual mecha
nism."

“In brief,” he wfent on, "the psy
chosexual pattern In the human 
animal originates in indiscrimi
nate sexual responses which, as a 
product of conditioning and social 
pressures become increasingly re
stricted in the direction of tradi
tional interpretations of what is 
normal or abnormal in sexual be
havior.”

Thus, according to the Kinsey 
group, "the inherent psychological 

'Capacity of an animal to respond 
I to any suflRcient sexual stimulus 
'is the basic explanation of why 
some Individuals will respond to 

i sexual stimuli originating in other 
'individuals of the same sex”—in 
fact, "every Individual could so re-

F ^ lo w i i f  FrtMd, mesf p tyehlofrlsts have 
viewed hoMateiuols os beie^ neeroticoily 

A i« ted  o t oo infonflle  sexuol stage.

spond if the opportunities offered 
and one were not co n d itio n ed  
against making such res|)onses.”

The British psychiatrists East 
and Herbert presented a some
w h a t s im ila r  p o s itio n . T hey  
pointed out that the sexual im
pulse starts as an undifferentiated 
urge. The earliest form of sex ac
tivity — usually self-erotic — is 
probably at first purely mechan
ical.

Largely by chance, various link
ages and fantasies will develop 
around the pleasure aroused by 
this sexual activity. These may 
occur in association either with 
Individuals of the same sex or of 
the opposite sex, or in some cases, 
with animate or inanimate ob
jects.

Thus, a chance occurrence in 
which sexual pleasure is experi
enced for the first time with emo
tional intensity, may by its asso
ciations permanently affect the 
sexual life o im e  individual.



There are many psychiatrists 
who will grant that homosexual 
behavior in itself is not neces
sarily a symptom of personality 
disturbance or neurosis.

However, they say, as Dr. Rob
ert H arper put it, “anyone who in 
this society confines his function
ing exclusively to homosexuality 
is being nonrational . . . Anyone 
who holds rigidly to exclusive ho
mosexuality is demonstrating his 
compulsive need for self-punish
ment and self-defeat.”

T h e  answer made by the Kinsey 
group to thi.s type'"of argument is 
that no such generalization can 
be made.

"It may be true in some cases,” 
they said, "that the engagement 
in an activity which is taboo in 
one's own .society, or the failure 
to engage in an activity which is 
e.xpected behavior in that partic
u lar culture, is an expression of 
some basic personality defect; but 
in other case.s it may be a meas
ure of strength, of a capacity to 

V pursue one's own ends without 
worrying about the reactions of 
other people, or of an assurance 
that there will be no loss of a 
position which has been obtained 
through a c h ie v e m e n t in some 
field of social significance.”

What then can we concluder In 
the light of our present state of 
knowledge we inust say, as did 
Dr. Harry Benjamin (after over 
forty years of observation and 
study), that no one has aJl the 
answers and that no one has more 
than a few  scraps of knowledge 
and experience CSexology, April 
1 9 58 ).

As Dr. Benjamin noted: "Homo
sexuality can have a wide variety 
of reasoTis and motivations. Many 
questions remain open. More re
search is urgently needed. Nobody 
knows as yet what is normal. We 
only know what is customary."
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A Reader Illustrates:

THE PAIN IN NOT RUNNING

b , ROLLAND HOWARD

As a matter of policy, the REVIEW does not normally print or comment on 
anonymous commonicBtioas,bat an unsigned letter recently received so well 
represents a school rrf thought which might be considered an "internal en
emy”  for many homosexuals (and others, too), and is so intelligent^ pre
sented that the editors thought it should not go unanswered.

For convenience, let us call our communicant Mr, Anon Y. Mous. In the 
very opening of his letter, even though it is an unsigned one, he reveals his 
basic guilts and feats by camouflaging his homophilic interests. the 
wake of publicify about cigar-store publications of lascivious intent,”  be- 
gms Mr. Mous, “ a friend and I purchased a broad range of booklets which, 
from their covers, seemed to offer spicy contents. One of them was your 
REVIEW." It’s all research, you see.

They Oie his friend) examined all the “ other cheap, tawdry publica
tions”  in the same spirit in which they were purchased; namely, curiosity— 
but read the REV/fiV with “ a great deal of interest”  (Getting close to hon
esty there.) And now followed the complaints.

‘1 think it is  a safe assumption that homophiles ate pretty generally aware 
of you and your organisational aims,”  continues Mr, Mous, getting still more 
honest with us. ‘Tt therefore seems not only pointless but (for reasons I in
tend tocover) discouraging of sales to use cover art like that on the current 
issue.”  They had apparently picked up a copy of the September issue on 
which is reproduced A sketch called Sweat Pants by C. C. Hazard.



Now I, too, happen to regard that particuJar sketch as rather swishy in 
character, in addition to being amateurish art, and thus not an ideal cover 
for the REVIEW (although I hasten to add that I saw the Hazard exhibit and 
feel that he does do much better work than this)i But let’s hear Mr. Mous s 
reason s for objections:

“ First, the homophile who would like tosupport you but who already ‘pases’
(to borrow a phrase from our dark-skinned brothers) can’t afford to be seen 
carrying ¿wy-ftoofes, ”

Well, dear friend, so long as we feel we must “ pass,’’ we are not really 
accepting ourselves. I do not imply by this that self-accepting homophiles 
announce their sexual proclivities to all; I mean only that one whoaccepts 
himself finds it unnecessary to make a great show of being one thing or 
another sexually. His sexual interest is a private matter, and he does not 
feel obliged to clarify his position for others—no matter what thetr private 
opinions of him might be.

Carrying “ boy-books’’ openly— like a lot of other possible acts— could 
amount toa kind of declaration, of course. And if the purchaser of such items 
wishes to avoid this, he need not carry them openly. So simple a thing as a 
paper bag, or a pocket, can solve Biat problem, just as they protect the per
sonal interests of all of us when we make most of our purchases. If even ttie 
purchase of the REVIEW is too embarrassing for Mr. Mous, he could sub
scribe to the magazine.

Our correspondent goes on to his second point:
“ The heterosexual of good will, who you will agree is going to be your 

most effective force in your ultimate recognition, avoids the ‘male art’ mag
azines__either from indifference or distaste.” He would simply lump the
REVIEW in that category witiiout thinking.

“ You need the support of both these types. You can get them on your side 
onty by hewing to the scholarly and educational tone and avoiding any hint 
of the sensational. This applies to both cover and content”

Mr. Mous then goes on to suggest “ less arresting”  column heads “ set in 
smaller type,”  the material covered being absorWngenou^i without seeking 
the attention of everyone “ within a block’s radius with 2(V20 vision.”

Complaining further about the “ not-particularly-manly”  cover art of Sep
tember, he advises that if the REVIEW is to continue to use covers of this 
type it should have in its stable some “ embryonic da Vinci whose work in 
that line is sharply professional.”  Or, since we appeal to “ men and women 
of whatever sex orientation,”  we could make ourselves less conspicuously 
“ boy-crazy”  by featuring “ good drawing of both sexes, or using classic 
statuary as your trademak.”

;ifell now, I said Mr. Mous’s letter was an intelligent one, and it is. And 
there are arguments for his view that an ultra-conservative, inoffensive, un- 
obstrusive, innocuous approach mi^it get the most desirable results.

There are also argiments for the view ftat such an approach might make 
us almost totally ineffectuaL

Some of the injustices, for example, which are repated and commented upon 
in the REVIEW are so gross that to sit quietly in a lower right-hand corner 
and comment dryly in small type would be ludiaous, if not downri^t maso
chistic. Such items demand a loud yelp of indignation, and a bold headline 
can add to that.

Admittedly the choice of cover-art or content-article may not always, be 
the best possible, but that merely means that the editors of the REVIEW are 
human, that they have their individual preferences, and that our funds and 
resources are not unlimited. I assume that even Time or the Atlantic could 
have a better record.

As for demaiding a da Vinci for our artwork, we would, Tm sure, be happy 
to use his talents, but his pay would have to be very small indeed. But if 
that would Satisfy him, 1 think it would still be a raflier good policy to seek 
out promising work from among our own group. Classical statuary is excel
lent, too, but it is over-used already in trade-marking everything from maga
zines to soap-wrappers, and it is one more way of divorcing ourselves from 
our sexuality in this day and age. It does not depict modern, living, physical 
man; it depicts the s e l f l e s s ,  detached,romantic but dead past. Vhae it does 
seem to be sexual, it is so obviously dated in the very long ago as to seem 
unrelated to us. Its consistent use would be another attempt to hide from 
what we are;

The next target for Mr. Mous’s eloquent pen is our “ reading list” — the 
books we recommend or appraise. A writer, he says, would consider this 
list a “ kiss of death;”  would fear being in “ suspect company.”

We are reaching, he says, “ a peat group of people whose only community 
is that of ‘abnormality’ (his quotes). It inoludes the largest group of high 
“ I.Q.’s”  to be found in any ^oup, but it also consists of a ‘ tremendously 
large percentage of people who are artistic without real culture. They need 
not be pointed toward, or focused more and more on their own inversion, but 
to be directed to a wider range of gooJ literature, music and art.

Certainly this is a worthy aim. It is something homosexuals, as well as 
everyone else, should do—educate themselves; broaden their horizons. But 
I think Mr. Mous exaggerates the role of the REVIEW, It does not “ direct 
the interests”  of homophiles. This bit of business is usually taken care of 
by a person’s individual characteristics and past experience— ĥis family, 
friends, schools,churches, public information and entertainment media. This
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done, the REViElf— with itsreadinglists— is merely one of those interests. 
We hope that none of our readers limits his reading to the REVIEW a  to the 
books we list.

We are interested in the problems and welfare of all people with whatever 
orientations. If our magazine artwork and content, and our Jjtxjklists, make 
us appear “ boy-crazy” to some, it is because male homosexuals happen to 
be our primary audience, and their interests must be ours. And after all, 
“ good”  literature, music and art are advertised and extoled everywhere, 
while material dealing directly with horaophilic life is not so easily found,

Mr. Mous goes on to urgp the addition of departments where the pro’s and 
con’s of deportment, mannerisms and dress could be discusded. He seems 
especially touchy about jewelry, hairdressing, and “ girls’ltent|is shoes”  
(how does one tell girls’ tennis shoes from boys’ tennis shofes?).!He argues 
that “ the kids”  must identify with society before society will identify with 
them. ;

To some degree that’s true. But on the whole,'Mr. Mous’s approach to 
mutual identification is based on a demand for sameness, for eonformity. 
Certainly white society identifies the humanness of Negroes with their own 
__their emotions, desires, etc.— despite the differences in appearance.

If homosexuals must be completely identified with the heterosexual maj
ority in order to be allowed decent human treatment, then we might as well 
forget all this analysis and argument and advise homosexuals simply to be 
heterosexuals, as a good many people always have.

Canying the question of conformity to the extreme, we might solve it by 
agreeing on a heterosexual “ uniform” as the mark of “normality”  and in
sist that it be worn by all who would be “ acceptable.”  What would it be? 
iUiite shirt and tie, gray flannel suit, genuine cowhide briefcase in right 
hand? Ah, but then there would a lw ^s be some nut who would complicate 
things by going without a hat!

“ Baths, bars, public parks, the incredible increase in V.D. in the past 
five years— diese are the windmills you should tilt a lance at,” continues 
Mr. Mous.

Well, 1 can only assume that he does not read the REVIEW thoroughly or 
consistently enough. Where it tries to influence or instruct its readers, these 
are some of the problems at which it <bes tilt a lance.

The REVIEW does not underestimate the value and desirability of either 
good morals or good taste. But it recogiizes that these things cannot be 
dictated, either, and we would like to see— and help develop— a more toler
ant attitude in the larger society toward those small infractions which, 
while they may discredit the individual, do not make him a criminal or a non- 
human. The old gentleman who wears a purple polkadot tie with a red plaid

(concluded on page SI)

muxttAeÁime

by THE REVEREND NORMAN BENSON

T h is  Is  the second in a series o f three ar
tic le s  by a Protestant m inister. Comments 
from readers about th is series are invited.

The tragedy of the homosexual’s life is not in being homosexually orien
ted. From all we can observe this is merely a matter of degrees. Biologists 
insist (and understandably so) that there is no such thing as a pure race, 
and now the best of psychiatrists I know insist that there is no such thing 
as a pure homosexual or pure heterosexual. There are two theoretical ex
tremes and all men and women fall somewhere in between those two extremes.

The problem of the American Nego is not in his color as such, but in his 
color being sufficient that he can be detected and thus labeled “colored” 
by his society and thus isolated or discriminated againsLHis brother, whose 
color is sufficiently less to alJów him to pass as a “ white,”  obviously has 
no race or color problem. Butwhat, then, really makes the one brother’s life 

. tragic and the other’s not so? It is simply society’s attitude toward him.
' So with the homosexual. It is not his homosexualism as such which is 

tragic. There are many evidences that this is part of nature’s plan (or if you 
wish, of God’s plan). It is not his idea. It is God’s idea. ‘Klod”  is the name 
we give to the Creative Mind and Power of Life and many examples of homo 
sexualism exist all through Grxi’s creation.

1 have minister friends and outstandingmembers of my church who obviously
have a heavy de^ee of homosexuality,yet fliey are heterosexually oriented, 
and they are “ respectably”  married. So, again, the tragedy of the homosex
ual is not his homosexuality but society’s wholly unnatural, false attitude 
toward his homosexuality.

Because the erring attitude of society is so extreme— the homosexual in
evitably feels guilty. Society, both directly and indirectly, and with th^ 
heavy sanction of the churches, tells tire homosexual that he is a sinner. 
If need be, it quotes one of the gfeat but most neurotic leaders of all time,

J



PauLCIdonotcondirnnhimbicauie of his neuroticism. He vas a courageous 
leader. 3ut I .isagrse -vith hi'* in making Christianity a religion of blooi 
sacrifice, in his lack ofre;pectfor vomanhooJ.and in his wholly un varrantei 
condemnation of homosexuals.,

?ut thus we have guilt raising its ugly head as one of the chief [Toblems 
of the homosexual in our society. Now there is, to be sure, a justifiable 
guilt. I have counsjlled homosexuals /ho had guilt and should have had it. 
They hal v mtonly and knowingly injured not only others, but themselves 
a> well. Guilt in such circumstances is necessary. It gives the only basis 
for change or improvement.

3ut unfounded guilt, or mae accurately, unwarranted guilt, is a tragic 
destroyer of the whole, abundant life. Yet the average homosexual has such 
unjustifiable guilt in large quantity because the la vs of his society and the 
judgments of the popularized religions of his community condemn him.

There is only one answer to this predicament of the homosexual. It is not 
to wail out against society |in bitter reproach. Rather it is for the homosex
ual to change his own opinion of himself so he no longer accepts society’s 
warped view, but rather now sees himself as a son of God, created, not by 
himself, but by God. This means a major reconditioning. He must get to 
where ha sees his homosexualism as something pure and tiua and beautifuL

It is not an impossible task. Indeed, everyone in our society, whether ho
mosexual or heterosexual, must do precisely this same thing in their attitude 
toward sex in general. He all have grown up more or less conditioned in our 
attitudes toward sex by the distorted views of our society an 1 our churches. 
It is one of the wonderful experiences of life to so recondition one’s view 
of sex that it is no longer seen as a base, sinful act but rather as an ex
pression of fulfillment of one of God’s ideas of what life is supposed to be. 
To have a healthy view of sex, then,we have this reconditioning task to do. 
Now the homosexual must simply go a step further and also change his atti
tude towardhimself, the attitude of condemnation induced by society. 'Aliether 
he is a “ respected”  member of society with his homosexualism hidden, or be
hind bars because society has detected him, he must see himself as in “ love 
and favor with God.”

Personally I find prayer an indespensable help in changing this conviction 
about myself. Indeed, to me, prayer is not a means of informingGod of what 
is wrong with the world (God being Universal Mind must already know that 
subject somewhat better than I do), nor is prayer a matter of begging God to 
Jo something about what is wrong with the world (God being total love does 
not need to be motivated by man’s begging). But prayer is a technique or 
means by which I change myself, recondition myself, get rid of the false and

destructive emotions, attitudes and thoughts, replacing them with positive, 
affirmative, creative convictions about life and about myself.

It is true that mosthomosexuals are neurotic. It is also very unierstandabl»
why they are. Society has made them that way. Few tasks are more difficult 
than tolive,day in and day out, in a society and community and family which 
callsyou a despicable sinner, without any feeling of guilt and unworthiness. 
Vithout this sick condemnation by society, the average homosexual would 
beno more neurotic tiian the average heterosexual. Hierefote the homosexual 
has a tremendous job to do. Through proper use of prayer he can do it. He 
must change the deep inner conviction which he has about himself. Vhen he 
has that r i^ t ,  the gates of hell cannot prevail against him.

BOOK
ONE LONG CAMP TO ZULVL.^ND

C A M E L'S  F A R E W E L L  by Harry O tis , San Francisco: Pan-G raphic Pross, 
7967. 740 pages, illu s tra te d  w ith drawings and photographs. R eview ed by 

John Logan,

“ The highest and lowest classes have long since joined hands in frank 
immorality,”  said Lord Curzon one time when be was Viceroy of India. This 
brilliait British statesman also declared amazement at “ what white skins 
the lowest classes seem to have.”

Lord Curzon presumably directed this second remark toward the large mass 
of middle-class English-speaking people. Whether or not he applied it to the 
multitudes of India and the Dark Continent we don’t know.

But we do know that among the majority of people in the Orient, in India, 
and all over the huge A&ican continent the moral standards of our English- 
speaking cultures do not necessarily apply. These peoples, it would seem, 
have never been thoroughly subjected to our hypocrisies and double stan
dards— especially in the sphere of sexual expression.

Harry Q is , world-traveled yarn spinner who wrote The Keval and Other 
Ga^ Adventures (published a year ago by One, Inc., of Los Angeles), has 
done it again. This time he covers parts of Africa, South America, Europe 
and Asia, with staid old Boston as his point of departure. Vcu’ll be seeing 
it soon in a new book of fourteen connected adventures called Camel’s Fare- 
well. It is a riot of gay fiction, but at the same time a serious sociolo^cal 
commentary on the accepted customs of love expression among the Indians
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of Brazil, the Arab Shieks of Mcrocco,the Berbets of Khartoum and the Fas- 
imbas of Zululand.

Woven into the patterns of these cultures where representative characters 
practice the “ live and let live”  doctrine as they freely demonstrate attrac
tion among members of the same sex are many“ select”  but typical tourists, 
career diplomats and bored but not so idle rich from America, England and 
Rome. They are busy soaking up the s i^ t s  and kicking over the traces as 
they unashamedly sample the mores and the flesh of many national ffoups 
little known to them, although we are all seeing their names in the headlines 
today. Sometimes these worldly visitors get in trouble, sometimes not; but 
more often get away with a lot with only minor embarrassment and expense.

Thewholeis a humorous,exciting and highly infcrmative travel adventure, 
with plenty of surprises for those of us who have never been there. Who 
would guess, for instance, that the tapioca pudding we eat is a first-rate 
aphrodisiac when prepared from the natural root by the Urubus of the Ama
zon? Or that Berber Sultans still buy boy slaves of lavish beauty in the 
Catamite Bazaars of the Sudan? Or that two bull elephants are gay lovers 
living on a private island of their own at the foot of Victoria Falls? Not us.

But all of these things and nany more leap from the pages of Camel's Fare
well with piercing reality in a fictionalized quest of an erudite Bostonian 
who is on his way to Natal to learn why his uncle had been royally honored 
by the Zulu natives a generation before. He learns the answer—and further
more he receives the same royal mantle from the tribe.

\FW  STUDY OS HOMOSEXUAL MALES

A M IN O R IT Y . A R eport on the L ife  o f T H E  M A L E  H O M O S E X U A L IN  G R E A T  
B R IT A IN , P repared  for the B ritish  S o c ia l B io logy C o u ncil by Cordon West- 
wood. With a Forew ord by S ir John W olfenden. N ew  Yorkt Longmans, Green 
& C o., i9 6 0 . 216 pages. S 7.00 . R ev iew ed  by Jack P arris h .

This is perhaps the most important non-fictional work on tiie male homo
sexual to appear in several years. Most of the studies on the subject which 
have previously appeared in book form have had very little statistical back
ing. Usually they have been based upon the observation of a very few highly 
disturbed individuals who have applied for psychological treatment. When 
material has been compiled over a fairly large area, it usually has been pul> 
lished in articles in journals with whph the general public has no contact, 
as with those of Di. Evelyn Hooker.

Mr. Westwood’s report is  based on interviews with one hundred and twenty 
male homosexuals. The persons interviewed ranged in age from eighty-four

to eighteen, aid came from all walks of life. While most of them lived in 
London at the time of their interviews, they had usually come to it from other 
cities, others from villages-. Over half of them were given a follow-up inte^ 
view a year after their first contact with the interviewer.

All the phases of homophile existence are covered. The family and envl^ 
onmental backgrounds, the earUest sexual experiences, attempts to combat 
the tendency, heterosexual interests, type of sexual adjustment, the legal 
situation, work and leisure, etc. TTirou^ it all the writer carefuUy and pre
cisely distinguishes between the definite facts uncovered and his own per
sonal theorizations.

Everything stated as a fact is substantiated by a ^aph giving precise 
statistics. Unlike so many studies in the past, and this is one of the most 
exceptional things about the book, Mr. Vestwood does not cite a few extreme 
cases to support the views of the school of psycholopcal thought to which 
he adheres, and say noÜiing about the ones which do not support his views.

All too often in the paist homosexuals have been helpless figures of straw 
in the hands of psychiatrists and psycholo^sts. If a writer subscribed to 
one school of thougjithegeneraüzed on the basis of the cases that supported 
his views, if he followed another he cited still other types of cases, since 
the homosexual has no way to make his voice heard pubUcly he has had to 
listen helplessly while the authorities argued and had a field day with his 
life Both he and everyone in his circle mi^it know the inaccuracy of what 
was said, but there was no way for them to publicly disprove it. Another 
great flaw in most previous studies has been that they did not cover a wide 
enough area. They were usually of individuals rather than an attempt to see

the group as a whole. , , ■ c
In an appendix Mr. 'Vestwood points out what he feels to be déficiences of

the repat. For one thing, because of the lack of time and money his organ
ization could not interview any more individuals than they did. As he says, 
no one knows precisely how largp the homosexual population is. Figures 
have been suggestedby Kinsey and others, but because of the present serial 
and legal stigma there is no way of taking a census and finding out the

exact amount N,
Nor was it possible for ttie interviewer to contact married men who I f ^  

occasional homosexual experiences. As he says, even Kinsey found this 
the hardest type of material to obtain from interviewees. And, there are alæ  
the persons who, for lack d  a better term, are loosely termed bisexuals, 
that is, unmarried ostensibly heterosexual persons who occasionally mdulge 
in homosexual relations about which they are extremely secretive. Such per
sons, as Mr. Westwood sUtes, usually have no homosexual fnends and ao 
not mix in such groups. Persons in these categories were lifficult to contac
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ing. Usually they have been based upon the observation of a very few highly 
disturbed individuals who have applied for psychological treatment. When 
material has been compiled over a fairly large area, it usually has been pub* 
lished in articles in journals with which the general public has no contact, 
as with those erf Dr, Evelyn Hooker.
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London at the time of their interviews, they had usualty come to it from other 
cities, others from villages. Over half of them were given a follow-up inte^ 
view a year after their first contact with the interviewer.

All the phases of homophile existence are coveted. The family and envii- 
onmental backgrounds, the earUest sexual experiences, attempts to combat 
the tendency, heterosexual interests, type of sexual adjustment, the legal 
situation, work and leisure, etc. Through it all the writer carefully and pre
cisely distinguishes betweai the definite facts uncovered and his own per

sonal theorizations.
Everything stated as a fact is substantiated by a ^aph giving precise 

statistics. Unlike so many studies in the past, and this is one of the most 
exceptional things about the book, Mr. Vestwood-does not cite a few extreme 
cases to support the views of the school of psycholopcal thought to which 
he adheres, and say nothing about the ones which do not support his views.

All too often in the past homosexuals have been helpless figures of sbaw 
in the hands of psychiatrists and psycholopsts. If a writer subsaibed to 
oneschoolofthou^thegeneraUzedon the basis of the cases that supported 
his views, if he followed another he cited still other types of cases, since 
the homosexual has no way to make his voice heard publicly he has had to 
listen helplessly while the authorities argped and had a field day with his 
life Both he and everyone in his circle mi^it know the inaccuracy of what 
was said, but there was no way for them to publicly disprove it. Another 
great flaw in most previous studies has been that they did not cover a wide 
enough area. They were usually of individuals rather than an attempt to see

the group as a whole. , . r- • r
In an appendix Mr. 'Vestwood points out what he feels to be déficiences o

the repat. For one thing, because of the lack of time and money, his organ
ization could not interview any more individuals than they did. As he says, 
no one knows precisety how largp the homosexual populatiai is. Figures 
havebeen suggestedby Kinsey and others, but because of the present s^ ia l
and legal stigma there is no way of taking a census and finding out the 

exact amount.
Nor was it possible for the interviewer to contact married men who have 

occasional homosexual experiences. As he says, even Kinsey found this 
the hardest type of material to obtain from interviewees. And, there are also 
the persons who, for lack erf a better term, are loosely termed bisexuals, 
that is, unmarried ostensibly heterosexual persons who occasionally mdulge 
in homosexual relations about which they are extremely secretive. Such per
sons, as Mr. Westwood states, usually have no homosexual fnenus and uo 
not mix in such groups. Persons in these categories were lifiicult tocontac
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for interviews, so that the resulting report is essentially one made on the 
basis of interviews with self-confessed homosexuals.

According to Mr. Westvood, Trusts and Foundations which had helped 
other social researches promptly rejected requests for funds for this one. 
The Medical Committees of some hospitals refused to allow the doctors on 
their staffs to help. Two organizations which have'done much work in the 
fields of broken maniagos and human biology agreed to the rental of one of 
their rooms for interviews but promptly withdrew the offe when they realized 
it meanthomosexuals would enter the premises.This seems highly laighable 
when one considers that probably some of their workers and most certainly 
some of their public who must have been homophiles, though unknown to the 
organizations, were already doing just that.

Under such circumstances, both Mr. vVestwood an 1 the British Social Bio
logy Council are to be commended for their gallantry and persistence in 
keeping on with their project. Their report may not be the ideal one to which 
they aspire, but it brings tiiat ideal far closer than any other previously pub
lished in book form. As such, all persons belonging to the homosexual min
ority or interested in its problems should do their best to bring this book to 
the attention of as large a section of the public as possible.

To cover all the provocative points made is impossible without writing 
another book to cover them. Thus, among other things, while tallcing of die 
etiology of homosexuality and the different theories as to its causes Mr. 
Westwood shows that many of the interviewees came from homes that were 
in some way inadequate or in which the father was absent or away for long 
periods. However, thirty percent of the interviewees were from apparently 
undisturbed homes and any theory on homophilia’s causation has to account 
for this thirty per cent. And, this is most important of all, it will have to be 
found how many heterosexuals are from disturbed homes.

Summed up in one phrase, however, the principal value of the book lies in 
the way it shows that the homophile is a minority group member, as with the 
Negroes, Jews,Chinese-Americans, Protestants in a predominantly Catholic 
community orCatholics in a predominantly Protestant community, or any other 
social, religious, or racial minority living in the midst of a differing majo^ 
ity one. No other author has brought this out so clearly in any previous work.

OFF THE PRESS AND READY FOR MAILING: Camel’s Fare
well, new book by Horry Otis. Illustrated with photos and draw
ings. Standard format, heavy paper cover, color dustjacket, 124 
pages. Price 2.95 plus 20 cents postage and tax in Galif. Order 
from DORIAN BOOK SERVICE, 693 Mission St., San Francisco 5

It shows that as a differing minority, homosexuals have a cohesive unity 
forced upon Öiem by the social, legal, and religious pressures under which 
they exist. As Mr. Westwood summarizes it, a member of this special minor
ity goes through a fourfold progression in his life:

(1 ) A t  h i t  fr itn d s  sfarf to go out w ith g irls  and eventually  
marry, he finds other In terests and gradually drifts  

owoy from th e ir company,
(2 ) H e begins to regard h im se lf as an outcast.
(3 ) H e  meets other homosexuals and joins a homosexual 

group.
(4 ) The homosexual way o f life  m onopolizes his In terests  

and absorbs a l l  h is  tim e.

These stages are not m utually exclusive and not a l l  ho
m osexuals graduate through a ll  four stages (he states ).
Seme o f them get no further than the second stage and 
others become members o f homosexual groups without los
ing a l l  touch w ith the rest o f the community.

The firs t stage usually  starts in the la te  teens or early  
tw enties . Sometimes the individual is scarcely aware o f 
his homosexual tendencies or has not come to terms with 
them, but gradually he becomes conscious o f feelings o f 
¡sotation .

Ironically enough g as Mr. iVestwood comments, this isolation has thereailt 
of blocking the integation into the community medical authorities andothers 
wish. They tell, and try to help him to be, a part of it and yet at the same 
time the over-all situation makes it impossible for the achievement of their 
aim.

This and the other analyses make the book of inestimable value, not only 
to the member of the general public who only knows about the subject through 
vague hearsay but also to the homophile himself. For the former it will be 
the most complete book now available on the market. For the latter it will 
be an illuminating aid to self-knowledge. As he reads he will see himself 
more clearly. He will understand better the pressures and influences that 
have shaped his life and his understanding will make him more his own 
master, instead of the helpless victim of circumstances.

With the firs t decade o f  work in Its  h ig h ly -sen s itive  fie ld  now comple ed. 
M attaehlne Society s o lic its  your support for continuotlon of 
education, research and s o c ia l service for the years  .
o d iff ic u lt  one, but It  Is  easy for you to help. Become °  j
her ( i f  pou are over 21): Send a check or money order
guarters for S IS . T h is  includes a subscription to fh .  R E V IE W  and H T E R I^  
for one year. A c tiv e  membership Information may be
your nearest area council (see  C T O D A Y '
__P U T  YO U R  S U P P O R T  B E H IN D  M A T T A C H IN E  GOALS TO D A Y ,



READERS
REVIEW EDITOR: Read with interest Jack 
Parrish's critique of Reger Oellert's ploy 
'^unint //onoi^r. While I enjoyed most of the 
article I donotagree ^ o t the play Is stagch 
worthy as a serious drama* I am making my 
comments based on the fact that I hove tried 
to produce the thing unsuccessfully for the 
lost seven months with the K*Y* Areo Coun
cil of the Mattachine Society* When one 
really gets into the thing and starts onaly- 
zing it for the stage, the play soon appeors 
to be a force* I do believe that Mr* Gellert 
is laughing at homosexuality and Is viewing 
the subject on an jnfontile level* As I see 
ft, the ploy would be fine for Hollywood film 
production but not for the legit stage. Mr* 
Parrish asks if we are mature enough for it 
in this country and I say that we ore too 
mature and intelligent fo ra  farce like this* 
Such activities may go on In cloistered 
schools but the dialogue seemed entirely 
too unrealistic* The seduction scene des
cribing the delights of orgosm is just too 
ridiculous. The play was tested before a 
private gathering ond people laughed In 
spots which I thought were serious. The 
thing moy be good for o smoker or a party 
where much liquor and tobacco obound but 
is too childish and stupid to be considered 
for the stage.— Mr* R. D, G., New York

REVIEW EDITOR: I shall soon leave Los 
Angeles, and at my new place of residence 
I shall be unable to receive your magozine* 
Therefore I request thot my membership ond 
subscription to the REVIEW be cancelled*
I am very grateful to the Mottachlne Society 
for the great amount of Informotlon which I 
hove received by reading the REVIEW and 
the Newsletters. Although I sholl net be 
able to receive literature from you in future, 
possibly I shal I someday once again be able 
to resume contact with you and porticipote 
in your program. In any event, I want to tell 
you that I think that you have been doing a 
splendid job, and I regret this canceliotlon 
whi ch I must request.— Mr* R* M* M*, Calif*
REVIEW EDITOR: A tranquil and productive 
new year of 1961— I hope and pray that the 
unjust and also impractical discriminotion 
manifested towords an enorgetlc and crea
tive and loyal minority such os the homo

sexual one here in the U*S*A. w ill continue 
to be lessened. So much of volue can be 
accomplished by this often brilliont seg
ment of the popu lotion if only it is accepted 
on 0 reasonable footing at all cultural 
levels* This has been done in a number of 
other countries with beneficial results to 
the country and the people Involved. This 
is both reasonable ond practical in the light 
of knowledge of human behaviorisms today. 
— Mr. J* M, P*, Oregon

REVIEW EDITOR: A friend sent to me in 
this isolated part of the *'free trade" world 
the address of your periodical which, he 
Informed me, is for homosexuals. We iti this 
port of the world rarely come ocross such 
magazines and even our social life (espec
ially if we are professionoI persons) I s these 
doys cramped, portieulorly on account of 
the Commissioner in N.S*W. ¡n chorge of the 
Police: He has a *bug* regarding homosex
uals*— Mr* D* B., New South Wales, Aust*

REVIEW EDITOR: As o regular reader of 
Der Kreis (The Circle) of Zurich, Switzer- 
lond, I hod the opportunity to notice pub
lic ity  made for the Mattacbine REVIEW, \ 
am very interested to subscribe.— Mr. H. R. 
S., New South Wales, Australio

REVIEW EDITOR: 1 have for o long time 
been deeply and personally Interested in 
the problems of sexual variants and am 
sincerely (and perhaps ideollsticolly) in
terested In bringing about saner and more 
rational attitudes in the publlc-ot-lorge, 
through education and greoter understond- 
ing. Am also deeply Interested In social 
legislation and reform in general. Would 
appreciate it very much If  you would give 
me some informotion regarding the woHc 
your organization is doing.>~Mr. L. D* K., 
Colifornlo*

REVIEW EDITOR: In reading the REVIEW, 
like many readers, I find "Readers Write" 
a fovorite* And now, after subscribing for 
o year, I think it's about tln>e I send my 
contribution. I've read each Issue from cover 
to cover* There have been some most sat
isfying, helpful and enlightening articles. 
There have also been disogreeoble and re
petitious moteriol, yet it has a ll added a

grM t deal fo my »tudy o< the *ub|*ct. It*- 
.v ltably w* all vary in our opinion., in tw  
pretationa, and n e ^ a . Obviously the RE
VIEW cannot iu lllll evw yon.*. eooe.pf of 
porfeetron. Y . t  It  is " p w f.e t”  Inasmuch o* 
it  Is always ths best that you or* o b i. to 
mok. If, considwing th* oxlstlng factors. 
It  deflnitaly is worfhwhilal As you all ore 
aware there, knowing my wifo ond myaelf, 
we ore in no position to old Mottochin. with 
contributions. Yet, considering the poro- 
mount Importonce of your work, and our con-

eorn for the entire field Involved, we can’t 
offord not to help somehow. #e hove de
cided to squeeze out o pledge of $1.00 for 
each month during 1961- It’ s not much, but 
every little  bit does help. To eliminóte 
monthly letters, I om inclosing o money or
der for $12. Moy 1961 eee great progress in 
your sndsovors. We’re with you! I do not 
wear the mask, Pleose include my name in 
lu l l  if  this Isttsr is published in the RE
VIEW.__Mr. John M. Cedes, Los Angeles

Lctieri /rom readers arc solicittd  jot publication in this r»,«iar moatbly 
department. They should be short and alt must he signed by the writer. 
Only initials of the writer and the state or country of residence will ^  
published. Opinion expressed in published letters need not necastdrily 
refitcl that o/ the REVIEW or the Mattachine Society. No names o/ le- 
dividuals will he exchanged lor correspondence purposes.

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR NEWSSTAND PURCHASERS:

Two recent issues of the REVIEW did not appear on newsstands. 
They are Decrmber I960 and January 1961. Both issues contain 
excellent fiction reprints from DER KREIS of Switzerland, and 
other important articles and features, including le tters . You may 
order one or both of these issues directly from the REVIEW at 50^ 
each, both for 1.00

(continued from page 22)

shirt may in his lifetime have contributed a great deal more to the world 
than these take away from it. And white tennis shoes— even girls’—on one 
man need not endanger the passerby who is living up to his own standards.

Mr. Mous’s closing thought is good enough to beat repeating here:
“ Remembff,”  he writes, “ classically, the homosexual who is valuable to 

society will gain at least sufferance— at most respect and admiration. But 
he must prove himself.”

It is equally true if we replace “ homosexual” with “ individual,”  and we 
have said as much ourselves, many tim ^. But vhile respect and admira
tion”  have to be earned, no one should have to make excuses for living, or 
pretend to be something he is not, to justify his existence.
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